In this paper, we describe a method for estimating and compensating 3D camera motion in image sequences for the applications to the video coding system. To improve the estimation accuracy of the global motion parameter, we propose a robust algorithm which selects the reliable observation points adaptively and eliminates the bad observation points effectively. Unlike the existing linear recursive algorithms with an arbitrary thresholding, the proposed algorithm converges fast and is robust to feature matching error. Experimental results show that the proposed method improves the coding efficiency and reduces the computation time.
Introduction
Recently, the prominent trends in the video sequence coding are to achieve the various video services in Internet, multimedia communication, and personal communications equipment [ 11- [2] .
To this aim, many researchers have studied the estimation of global motion parameters for video sequence coding [5]- [ll] . They have shown that the global motion compensation cac improve motion prediction and remove the motion side information greatly.
Most of the existing global motion estimations for video coding applications are based on the linear least squares criterion employing the simplified camera model [6]- [9] . However, due to measurement errors such as feature detector errors and matching errors caused by local motion, the performance of the linear least squares estimation method decreases greatly. To alleviate the effect of the measurement errors, the mixed least squares-total least squares (MLS-TLS) method has been proposed, in which a recursive procedure gradually removes the bad observations by thresholding properly [lo] . However, an arbitrary thresholding will not be able to accurately eliminate the influence of bad observations, which is called outliers. Moreover, these algorithms are computationally expensive.
In order to overcome these problems, we propose an efficient method for rejecting the bad observations and estimating the global motion parameters alternately. In its application to video coding, a two-stage motion compensation method is used to predict the camera motion by using the global motion compensation (GMC) method, which is proposed in this paper, and the object motion by using the conventional local motion compensation (LMC) method.
In Section 2, we propose a robust algorithm for estimating and compensating the camera motion parameters in image sequences. In Section 3, the performance of the proposed method is tested, and the two-stage motion compensation method for video coding is described.
2 Camera Motion Parameter EstimaOur approach is based on the luminance matching technique which gives the flexibility for conventional video coding systems. The flowchart of the proposed algorithm for camera motion estimation is shown in Fig. 1. 
Feature Selection and Matching
We subdivide the frame into blocks and select a feature per a block. In order to limit the compu- 
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Motion compensated frame Figure 1 : The flowchart of the proposed algorithm for camera motion estimation tational effort, we select blocks with high activity in the luminance signal such as edges and high textures which provide proper motion information. For the determination of activity, the image is first smoothed by using 5 x 5 Gaussian-shaped filter to remove the effect of impulse noise. Then, we calculate the confidence measure which is defined by where W is the block size, and V, and V, denote the gradients of luminance signal with respect to 2-and y-axis, respectively. By selecting blocks whose C values exceed a threshold, the computational effort can be reduced drastically. Each feature point is measured by using block matching algorithm within a large search areas.
Motion Parameter Estimation
Let (Xi, y Z ) for i = 1 , . . . , N be the image coordinate of the i-th feature point among N feature points before the camera motion and ( X l , y') be the corresponding image coordinate after the camera motion, respectively. Denote the 2-D image plane vectors before and after the camera mo-
respectively. In perspective imaging, the global motion caused by camera zooming s, panning a, tilting p, and swing y can be modeled by [lo] where a' = (~1 , .
. . , ~8 )~ is the motion parameter vector given by where F1, F 2 are the focal lengths of the camera before and after zoom s = Fz/Fl, respectively, rij for i, j = 1,2,3 are the elements of 3D rotation matrix R = q R p R , which represent the successive rotations around the z-, 2 -, and y-axes of the 3D camera coordinate system, respectively, and Hi is a 2 x 8 matrix given by In all practical situations, the coordinates of features can not be measured exactly due to measurement errors such as spatial quantization errors, feature detector errors, and etc.
[5]- [lo] . Under the assumptions that the noise contained in the measured image coordinates has zero mean and known variance o2 and the noises at the different points are uncorrelated to each other, the mixed least squares -total least squares method [lo] can be used to find the solution of (5) in which the elements of both the data matrix and the observed vector represent data values contaminated by errors.
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Effective Outlier Detection and Re-
In the conventional methods [5, l o ] , all of the matching noises are assumed to be of Gaussian distribution with zero mean. However, the estimation is disturbed severely by the matching noise caused by lolcal motion which introduces a bias to the estima,ted parameter. To find a reliable estimation of the motion parameter vector, the candidates for divergence and bad solution have to be removed.
Let SI denote the set of indices of the residual vectors which are classified as the good observation pairs among N pairs. Then the effective outlier rejection problem can be regarded as the optimal selection of SI among N indices. Initially, the estimated parameter a" can be obtained by applying the mixed least squares -total least squares method. Let 6 denote the i-th residual error vector between the estimated coordinate and the measured one and be given by jection Method residual error which is defined as G denotes the outlier rejection ratio, and X is a positive constant.
can be rewritten as (8) Let c represent the residual vectors which are sorted in the ascending order, 11T11 5 1 1~1 1 , for i < j. It is hypothesized that the larger-valued residual is likely to be the candidate of outliers. (7) can be rewritten as -* where U' represents the coordinate vector computed by using the estimated parameter vector a". Suppose that the number of the corresponding pairs is sufficient to estimate the motion parameters and that the number of good observation pairs is greater than that of bad observation pairs. Let the residuals whose indices belong to SI be referred as inlier residuals and the rest of residuals be outlier residuals. Then, it is assumed that the magnitude of an outlier residual is larger than that of an inlier residual.
From the above assumptions, the proposed outlier rejection method is as follows. Let NI denote the number of inliers among the measured corresponding pairs and No denote the number of outliers. Given the motion parameter vector Z, the cost function to be minimized can be described as
where D represents the average norm of inlier
Therefore, our problem is to find G and X minimizing J ( G ) . Minimizing the error expression in (11) requires setting its derivatives with respect to G equal to zero.
We get A* = -w. It is hard to get an analytic form of derivatives of D(G). Therefore, the gradient is computed as,
A* is obtained from the avlim AG-iO erage value of slopes at each point of G. With A* fixed, we find G* minimizing J(G). Then, we exclude the outliers whose number is N . G* from sorted residual set. After eliminating the outliers, the estimation is refined, and the motion parameters are obtained. To improve the estimation accuracy, the estimation procedure is repeated until it satisfies IIJmin(n -1 ) -Jmin(n)ll < E where Jmin(n) is the minimum of cost function J at iteration n and E is a small positive constant. 
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Experimental Results
To give the evidence of the efficiency of the proposed method, the performance of the proposed estimation method is evaluated on both synthetic data and real images.
Experiment with Synthetic Data
The proposed method is tested on the synthetic data in which the camera motion parameters are known. The feature coordinates are randomly generated with a uniform distribution over the image plane coordinates. Random noise is added to each feature coordinate.
In the simulation, the image size of 480 x 704 is used, which is CCIR601 TV signal format. The focal length PI and F 2 are set to 100 and 95, respectively. The rotation angle (a, p, y) is set to (-0.5', 0.5', 0.0'). The total number of feature point is set to 400. The distribution of residual errors for both inliers and outliers is assumed to be Gaussian as follows. In Case 1, the mean and standard deviation of the outlier residual errors are set to -2 and 5 [pixels], respectively. The Gaussian distribution of the good observation residual errors has zero mean and standard deviation of 0.2 [pixels]. The outlier rejection ratio is 0.2 (NO = 80). In Case 2, the mean and standard deviation of the outlier residual errors are set to -1 and 2 [pixels], respectively. The Gaussian distribution of the good observation residual errors has zero mean and standard deviation of 0.5 [pixels]. The outlier rejection ratio is 0.3 (No = 120). To compute A' , the gradient is obtained by aGset to 0.1. 
N;
where ii and 2 are the points before and after the camera motion, respectively, iio denotes the true camera parameter vector, and Ze the estimated 400 320 Table 1 : Performance of the proposed method after one iteration (0r:outlier rejection) one. The proposed method performs better in Case 1 than in Case 2 after the elimination of the outliers. This is because in Case 1, the proposed method can effectively discriminate the good observations from the outliers having a large residual errors. But in Case 2, the distributions of both the inliers and the outliers are close to each other. Thus, it is difficult to correctly discriminate one from the other. However, the estimation accuracy can be improved greatly after outlier rejection.
Under identical conditions, our method is compared with the existing linear recursive algorithms which are Y . T. Tse [7] , A. Zakhor [6] , 6-parameter method, and E. T. Kim [lo] . As shown in the Fig. 2 , the MSE of the proposed method decreases more rapidly than that of the conventional methods after quite a few iteration. It is shown that the proposed method outperforms the conventional methods in both cases. This is due to the fact that the performance of the conventional methods is severely affected by the outliers. Therefore, the proper detection and the elimination of the outliers are very important to improve the estimation accuracy.
Experiment with Real Images
In this simulation, the proposed algorithm is applied to a two-stage motion compensation method. In the first stage, the proposed GMC algorithm is used to compute global motion parameters, and then the bilinear interpolation scheme is used to construct globally motion compensated 80 IEEE Transactions on Consumer Electronics, Vol. 45, No. I , FEBRUARY 1999 10. VLC for motion vector is the same as that of H.263 except that half-pel motion estimation is not used. For GMC, block size and search range are set to 8, -15 -+15, respectively. For LMC, Idlock size and search range are set to 16, -7 -+7, respectively. In the case of H.263, only LMC is used.
The test sequences consist of the "Flower garden" SIF sequence with camera pan (44-90 frames) and the "Foreman" CIF sequence with fast camera motion (310-329 frames). The global motion parameters for those sequences are determined every 4 and 1 frames, respectively. Fig. 3 and 5 show the peak-to-peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) of decoded pictures and the PSNR of globally motion compensated pictures. Fig. 4 and 6 show the total bitrates of coded pictures and bitrates for motion vector only. Fig. 7 shows the number of iteration for each method to compute global motion parameters, in which 6 is set to 0.3 in our method. As shown in the figures (Fig. 3-6 ), the proposed method outper- [7] , and Zakhor's method [6] which is not with edge-matching but with luminance matching. These methods contain both GMC and LMC, too.
The coding structure used is IPPPP.. . . The PB-frames mode is not employed. The threedimensional VLC of H.263 is used to encode indices of quantized DCT coefficients. Quantization step size of the DCT coefficients is set to posed method is nearly similar to the others, but the total bitrates of the proposed method are reduced by a large amount. The PSNR and bitrates of the proposed method are very similar to Kim's method. But, in the aspect of computational time, the proposed method significantly outperforms Kim's as shown in Fig. 7 . The average number of iteration of the proposed method is 1/3 of Kim's. This implies that the proposed outlier rejection method can effectively detect the outliers and eliminate them. Thus, the computational effort can be reduced drastically in the estimation procedure.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have described a robust algorithm for estimating and compensating 3D camera motion in image sequences for video coding. Especially, in order to improve estimation accuracy and computational speed, the efficient method for detecting the bad observations and excluding them has been proposed.
It has been shown in the simulation that the Proposed +- proposed algorithm outperforms the existing linear recursive algorithms, and converges fast. In the aspect of coding efficiency, the simulation results show that the PSNR and bitrates of the proposed two-stage MC method are similar to those of Kim's, but reduces the computational complexity greatly. It is expected that the proposed method can be widely applied to the model-based video coding systems as well as the conventional real-time video coding. 
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